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1SECURE ENERGY EFFICIENT ROUTING PROTOCOL
FOR WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK
Ayan Kumar DAS1, Rituparna CHAKI2, Kashi Nath DEY3

Abstract.The ease of deployment of economic sensor networks has always been a boon
to disaster management applications. However, their vulnerability to a number of security
threats makes communication a challenging task. This paper proposes a new routing
technique to prevent from both external threats and internal threats like hello flooding,
eavesdropping and wormhole attack. In this approach one way hash chain is used to reduce
the energy drainage. Level based event driven clustering also helps to save energy. The
simulation results show that the proposed scheme extends network lifetime even when the
cluster based wireless sensor network is under attack.
Keywords: Wireless Sensor Network, Sensors, Hash Chain, Machine Authentication
Code, Cluster, Cluster head, Security

1.

Introduction

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are rapidly growing in their applications of controlling
military activities, health care, home security and many more. WSN is composed of
hundreds, even thousands of small sensor nodes, which consists of low cost, limited energy
lifetime, slow embedded processors and limited memory. These resource constrained
sensor nodes added with different security threats, makes WSN more challenging for the
researchers. WSN introduces a combination of security threats to packet dropping, data
altering and jamming. The capabilities of an adversary to eavesdrop, tamper with
transmitted packets and inject packets to initiate denial-of-service (DOS) attack [7] have
been enhanced due to the broadcast nature of the wireless communication medium [18].
The resource constraints limit the ability for sensor nodes to perform computation intensive
public key cryptography such as RSA [1,16], though elliptic curve cryptography offers a
promising course of research [11]. Thus lightweight authentication and encryption
technique should be adopted. Moreover much stronger adversaries equipped with more
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powerful computing and communication equipment are able to easily inject external attacks
against relatively weak defenses of sensor nodes. This leads to physical compromise of one
or more nodes in WSN. Once compromised, the sensor node(s) can be exploited by an
intruder to damage the WSN through DOS, jamming, spoofing and several other attacks.
Although, several advancements are made in securing the wireless communications,
wireless sensor network still faces a number of intricacies with respect to secure data
transmission. Some of the common attacks are sinkhole attack [4], sybil attack [17],
wormhole attack [32], rushing attack [33],hello floods attack and selective forwarding [7].
In sinkhole attack a malicious node claims that it has high quality path to a destination like
base station. The result is several sensor nodes forwarding their sensed data towards a
malicious node. In sybil attack a single node presents multiple identities to the other nodes.
The attack mainly targets multipath routing or geographic routing [19], where a node
accepts a single set of coordinates for each node. Sybil attack creates an illusion that a
particular node exists at more than one place at a time. In wormhole attack, an attacker’s
node is placed in between two existing node of the network. This attacker’s node traps all
information exchanged between the two existing node and delivers that to an malicious
destination node. In hello flood attack, a malicious node sends hello messages to a large
number of nodes in the presence of high-quality laptop-class antenna. Those nodes will
believe that malicious node as a neighbor and can receive messages sent by it, which results
in flooding them by repetitive messages sent by that malicious node. In rushing attack, a
malicious node generates a fake ROUTE_REQUEST message and makes it reach to other
nodes of the network before the actual ROUTE_REQUEST message from a legitimate
node reaches there. Then those nodes will make the malicious node as its parent. In
selective forwarding, a malicious node forwards some packets and drops the others as per
its’ wish. This makes the other nodes believe it to be an active node of the network and they
send more messages through it. However it drops most of the packets received and
forwards only a few of them.
This paper proposes a secure routing scheme to send the sensed data to the base station
in an energy efficient way. The nodes of the network are divided into different levels
according to their geographic location. The cluster will be formed when an event will take
place, instead of making clusters just after deployment of nodes. Thus a great amount of
energy is saving. Security is another concern of the paper. Secure Energy Efficient Routing
(SEER) protocol for wireless sensor network authenticates the nodes with one way hash
chain (OHC), followed by generation of MAC with the help of global key and OHC. OHC
is also called one-time password (OTP). The most important advantage addressed by OTPs
is that, in contrast to static passwords, they are not vulnerable to replay attacks. This means
that a potential intruder who manages to record an OTP that was already used to log into a
service or to conduct a transaction will not be able to abuse it, since it will be no longer
valid. A second major advantage is that a node, that uses the same (or similar) password for
multiple neighbors, is not made vulnerable on all of them, if the password for one of these
is gained by an attacker. A light weight encryption technique is also proposed to encrypt the
sensed data for energy constrained sensor nodes.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 deals with the review
of state of the art secure routing topologies. In section 3 the network framework and threat
model is described. Section 4 is the detailed description of the proposed scheme. In section
5 performance analysis is provided followed by the simulation reports in section 6. Section
7 is the concluding part.
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Related Work

The security mechanisms adopted by different hierarchical routing protocols has several
pros and cons. To make energy efficient routing the network has been partitioned into
clusters. In [27] the authors have used a 3D position based approach for routing in MANET
and WSNs. The whole coverage area is partitioned into a number of cubic structured cells.
A proactive routing table stores cell information rather than node information for reduced
size. The source node checks its’ routing table, and forwards the packet towards destination
through the node closest to the destination. In this routing only a coarse knowledge of the
dynamic network topology and the full knowledge of the partitions are required. The most
of the cluster based protocols did not consider security issues in order to reduce the
computational cost. The protocols with some basic security schemes have been designed to
make a balance between secure communication and energy efficiency. The paper [10]
presented a robust secure routing protocol based on some basic schemes such as RSA-CRT
for encryption and decryption of messages, CRT [31] for safety key generation, Shamir’s
secret sharing principle [26] for generation of secure routes. Selection of the final route
depends on the parameters such as battery power, mobility and trust value of the route. The
complexity of key generation is reduced to a large extent by using RSA-CRT instead of
RSA [1,16]. The comparative performance analysis showed that RSRP outperforms ZRP
[29] and SEAD [15]. However the main drawback of most of the existing secure routing
protocol is that more stress is given on securing the upstream flow of data packets. In many
of the algorithms security demand for the downstream flow of data is ignored. Some of the
existing routing protocols offer high security together with intrusion tolerance but
overlooks the energy constraints of the sensor nodes to some extent. However the different
types of security schemes are depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1.

2.1.

Types of security schemes in WSN

Network wide keys

A popular key distribution technique is to load a single master key into all sensor nodes,
which results in a high level of efficiency and flexibility. It requires minimal memory for
the storage. The scheme also allows the introduction of any number of sensors after the
initial deployment by loading the master key in new nodes. It provides perfect key
connectivity, since all nodes certainly share the same master key.
An example of such a security scheme is the BROadcast Session Key Negotiation
Protocol (BROSK) [3]. In this protocol, the master key K is used in combination with
random nonce NA and NB, exchanged by pairs of nodes A and B, for establishing a session
key KA,B=PRF(K||NA||NB), where PRF is a Pseudo-Random Function.
In Symmetric-Key Key Establishment (SKKE) [35] scheme, nodes A and B exchange
randomly generated challenges NA and NB. The master key K is used to compute a common
shared secret as SA,B=PRF(K||IDA||B||NA||NB). Then two keys KA,B=Hash(SA,B||1) and
K/A,B=Hash(SA,B||2) will be created by SA,B. A tag computed by K/A,B as
TagA=PRF(K/A,B||3||SA,B), is sent by A to B, and TagB=PRF(K/A,B||2||SA,B), is sent by B to A.
This allows the nodes to confirm the computation of the same link key KA,B.
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The Network-Wide Key approach has some security vulnerabilities. All the nodes in the
network and their communications will be compromised if the adversary captures a single
node and gets the common key. An attacker may easily insert malicious nodes into the
network, once it has access to the master key.

2.2.

The full pairwise scheme

In contrast to the previous schemes used a single master key for the communication
between all sensors, in Full Pairwise scheme each of the n nodes in the network receives n1 pairwise keys to communicate with every other node. The node-to-node authentication
and perfect resilience is the cause of high security in this approach, which prevents node
replication attacks. The nodes on the network identify malicious IDs and revoke the
corresponding pairwise keys very easily, e.g., by using voting schemes [13,14].
The storing of many keys at every node may cause a great memory overhead. The
introduction of new nodes in the network would only be possible if their keys were already
loaded from the beginning, which becomes a serious restriction when the network needs to
be expanded over the initial expectations. Thus the Full Pairwise Key scheme could be
effectively used basically in small networks where the maximum number of nodes can be
predicted with good reliability.

2.3.

Probabilistic approaches

In probabilistic approaches, each node receives a group of keys, known as key chain, the
size of which is normally much lower than the size of the network itself. The main
objective of this approach is to reduce the memory overhead and increase the security level.
The three distinct and sequential phases on such schemes are- Key pre-distribution, Sharedkey discovery and Path-key establishment. The different type probabilistic approaches are
discussed in the following sub-sections.
2.3.1.

Random key pre-distribution scheme

The Random Key Pre-distribution scheme [20] can be considered as the basic scheme. In
the Key Pre-Distribution phase, a large key pool P is initialized with |P| random keys and
their respective identifiers. Then k keys are drawn at random from P to be loaded into the
memory of each node to form its key chain. The exact values of |P| and k can be chosen in
such a manner that each pair of nodes share at least one key with an arbitrary probability.
In Shared-key Discovery phase, each node broadcasts a list, containing the IDs of all
keys in its chain. It allows a neighbor node to identify which keys they have in common.
In the Path-key Establishment phase, any pair of nodes A and B, which don’t have
common key, must find an intermediary node C. A suitable candidate will be any node with
key chain, which contains key IDs present in both A’s and B’s chains. In order to create an
indirect link between A and B, C can choose unassigned keys from its key chain.
This scheme is used to reduce the amount of memory for storing keys. The scalability
and the resilience of the scheme are highly dependent on the sizes of the key pool and key
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chains. The considerably high communication overhead and the lack of node-to-node
authentication are the disadvantages of this scheme.
2.3.2.

Cluster key grouping

The Cluster Key Grouping [8] scheme proposes a modification to the Random key predistribution scheme. In this approach the key chains are divided into c clusters. Each cluster
receives a start key ID. All other IDs in that cluster can be determined by the start key ID.
Thus the broadcasted messages can carry c start key IDs at the time of Shared-key
Discovery phase, while the previous scheme would require a total of k≥c IDs. Hence, few
IDs are required to be broadcasted for large clusters. Therefore, this scheme provides
communication and memory efficiency with a secure routing.
2.3.3.

Hashed random key pre-distribution

This is another modification to the first probabilistic scheme i.e. Random key predistribution scheme. The Hashed Random Key Pre-distribution (RKP-H) scheme [28] is
used to hash the keys from the key pool for distinct nodes. In this solution, only the first
node getting the key Ki from the pool receives and the value of j, while the jth node receives
its (j-1) time’s hashed version, Hashj-1(Ki). Nodes A and B inform not only the key IDs, but
also the value of j for each of them during the Shared-key Discovery phase. If nodes A and
B are loaded, respectively, with KA=Hashja(Ki) and KB=Hashjb(Ki), where (ja>jb), then B
can easily compute KA=Hashja-jb(KB). The net result of this modification is that the capture
of node C and of its key KC=Hashjc(Ki) will compromise only the keys KD=Hashjd(Ki) for
which jd>jc. Thus the RKP-H scheme trades some storage, communication and
computation overhead for extra resilience of the secure routing.
2.3.4.

Session key scheme

The Session Key Scheme is used to create session keys for each interaction between nodes.
The Dynamic Cluster-based Key Management Protocol in Wireless Sensor Networks [21]
is based on shared session key. In this protocol the elected cluster head broadcasts a hello
message to its neighbors, which is authenticated by an initial key. The nodes receiving the
message send an authenticated acknowledgement by same initial key to the cluster head
including their ID. The CHs assigns the IDs to each of the nodes that intend to join it and
sent the information to the base station. The protocol is based on a symmetric shared
session key that is generated using μTESLA [12] security broadcasting agreement. This is
a centralized protocol where the base station creates the EBS [21] structure and also assigns
the cluster ID, generates the cluster key and associated management key which reduces the
computation cost of the sensor nodes. The base station encrypts its messages using the
shared symmetric key and communicates directly with the cluster heads only. The
advantage of this protocol is that there is no need for the cluster head to keep pair keys with
cluster nodes. However, frequent communication with the base station increases the
overhead of the network.
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Key redistribution scheme

A modification of the random pre distribution Scheme is proposed by Law et al. [5]. In this
scheme a phase called Key Redistribution replaces the original Path-key Establishment. To
understand the scheme, suppose that a shared common key between nodes A and C is K1,
and that between nodes B and C is K2. Nodes A and B don’t have any common key. In the
Key Redistribution phase, A checks the received IDs and asks C to send K2 (encrypted with
K1) and to delete this key from its memory. If A gains the ownership of K2, it now has a
common key with B. In the case that C refuses to send the key, node A needs to try other
keys and/or nodes until it gets a common key with B or all alternatives are exhausted. In the
second case, A sends an unused key K3 to node C selected from A’s key chain. Then it
return computes a reinforced key K2+3=Hash(K2||K3). This new key is encrypted with K1
and K2, and then both encryption results (EK1(K2+3) and EK2(K2+3)), are sent back to A.
Node A decrypts the EK1(K2+3) and adds K2+3 to its own key chain; Another result EK2(K2+3)
is forwarded to node B, which takes the same procedure. At the end of this process, nodes
A and B will finally have a common key K2+3. Besides, after the Key Redistribution phase
finishes, A has a common key with all its neighbors and, hence, some unused keys can be
removed at random in order to reduce memory usage and the information that would be
leaked by its capture. This approach still incurs in considerably high communication
overheads.
2.3.6.

Establishing pairwise keys

The Pairwise Key Establishment protocol is a solution that avoids some of the
communication overhead involved in the Shared-Key Discovery phase. A good example of
this type is- A Secure Aggregation Protocol for Cluster-Based Wireless Sensor Networks
with no requirements for Trusted Aggregator Nodes [6], which mentions that the aggregator
nodes can be the easy targets of the attackers in cluster-based wireless sensor networks. In
this protocol a pair-wise key is shared between two neighbor nodes of same cluster at one
hop distance which requires more storage space. Each node generates a one way key chain
to authenticate its locally broadcasted messages and sends a commitment key of the key
chain to each neighbor. Every node of the cluster including the cluster head broadcasts their
reading to the other nodes of the cluster authenticated using the current key of the key
chain. Each node including the cluster head receives the broadcasted message; the encoding
key of which is authenticated checking the previously used key. After the MAC verification
a local aggregation is applied on the message by each node. This process of local
aggregation diminishes the need for a trusted aggregator node but consumes more energy.
Finally, the cluster head computes a XOR-ed MAC over the MACs generated by the nodes
of the cluster over the aggregated values and sends that to the Base station. Failure of any
node or any misbehavior of a node is informed to the base station by the cluster head of that
cluster.
Another protocol of this type is- A Key Management Scheme for Cluster Based Wireless
Sensor Networks [23] uses public key management scheme based on ECC [2] and DiffieHellman [9] key exchange scheme. In this protocol each gateway node of a cluster is
assigned a unique identifier. The gateway nodes are preloaded with public keys of sensor
nodes, their own public keys and the public key of the base station. Each sensor node is
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loaded with a private and a public key and also with the public keys of the gateways of the
network. A low cost ECDSA [30] signature is used for the broadcast authentication of the
gateways. The messages exchanged between the gateways and the sensor nodes are
encrypted or decrypted by using the public key of the gateways. To avoid the storage
overhead, a sensor node requests for a session key using LCP routing algorithm to the
gateway of that cluster. The cluster head communicates with the other nodes by securing
their message with the help of the session key provided by the gateway. The encrypted pairwise session key provided by the gateway is generated using ECC. It is mentioned in the
paper that the proposed scheme has significant saving in storage space, transmission
overhead, and perfect resilience against node capture.
2.3.7.

Random pairwise scheme

In Random Pairwise Key [13] schemes, only a subset of all possible pairwise keys is used.
If we consider a network, composed of n nodes, then m (m ≥ n) IDs are created during the
Key Pre-distribution phase. This means that a total of m-n additional nodes can be added to
the network in future, as every node receives a unique ID. Each ID is then paired with k
other randomly selected IDs and a pairwise key is generated at random. Thus each node
will have its own identifier, the k identifiers from the nodes paired with its ID, and the k
corresponding pairwise keys.
Each node broadcasts its ID in the next phase i.e., Shared-key Discovery phase. Then
the nodes can be identified by the neighboring nodes to which common key can be shared.
A cryptographic handshake is used to establish a secure link.
The node-to-node authentication and perfect resilience is the main advantages of this
scheme. It also provides revocation mechanism. The scheme suffers from scalability issues.
The limit of additional nodes that can be added after initial deployment is m-n.

2.4.

Matrix based scheme

The Matrix based scheme is proposed by Blom [25]. The deployment of node
authentication and revocation functionalities are easier than other schemes as it allows the
creation of pairwise keys. Additionally, the scheme provides perfect key connectivity and
its resilience can be adjusted by choosing an adequate parameter. This scheme is λ-secure,
meaning that an attacker who captures up to λ nodes is unable to recover link keys from any
other nodes. If more than λ nodes are compromised, then all keys can be recovered.
However, the larger size of λ increases the storage requirements and the complexity of the
vector multiplications involved in this solution. Thus, one has to choose the adequate
tradeoff between security and efficiency.

2.5.

Feedback based scheme

Feedback Based Secure Routing (FBSR) protocol for Wireless Sensor Networks [34]
proposes a routing protocol in which feedback of the current computing capacity from
neighboring nodes serves as dynamic information of the current network. This helps in
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decision making of which nodes will take part in the routing in a secured and energy
efficient manner. The feedback provided by the neighbors is authenticated with key-one
way hash chains developed using µTESLA protocol. The feedback from the base station is
utilized to identify the malicious nodes. Neighbors are selected dynamically and are
prioritized on the basis of their last time feedback. Feedback Based Forwarding (FBF)
integrates the routing layer and the MAC layer. The next packet from the sender is
forwarded to a neighbor and the neighbors are reprioritized, based on the feedback value
received from the neighbor nodes together with their acknowledgement sent to the sender.
This scheme is well protected against sinkhole attack, selective forwarding and sybil attack.
However, it is susceptible to node compromise attack.

2.6.

Trust value based scheme

Energy-aware Secure Routing for Large Wireless Sensor Networks [24] selects next hop
neighbor on the basis of remaining energy of the nodes and their coordinates. Direct and
indirect trust information is also considered. The authors called this approach as Ambient
Trust Sensor Routing (ATSR). The direct trust value is evaluated on the basis of multiple
attributes like packet forwarding, network layer acknowledgements, message integrity,
node authentication, confidentiality, reputation response, and reputation validation.
Monitoring these attributes help in recognizing various misbehaviors of the nodes and help
in avoiding certain attacks. A new node in the network calculates the indirect trust values
by collecting the direct trust values calculated by the neighbor nodes. The authenticity of
the calculated trust values of the selected nodes depends on their confidence factor that
increases with the number of interactions of the node with their neighbors. At the time of
routing nodes are selected on the basis of trust value, remaining energy and distance from
the destination.

2.7.

No key scheme

Security may be also implemented without using any key. One example of this type of
scheme is Secure and Energy Efficient Multi-path (SEEM) [22] routing protocol. SEEM
has three phases: Topology Construction, Data Transmission and Route Maintenance.
Topology construction phase is for setting up the network topology; data transmission
phase is the working phase, i.e., the sensor network starts its task; and in route maintenance
phase, the base station updates available energy on each node, participates the
communication, and reselects a new path to the source node. It has three kinds of nodes,
such as sensor node, sink node and base station. The base station takes the initiative to find
the multiple paths between the source node and sink node. Three types of packets are used
in this protocol. They are Neighbour Discovery (ND) packet, Neighbour Collection (NC)
packet and Neighbour Collection Reply (NCR) packet. This increases the control overhead
of the protocol. To know the neighbour nodes of every node, the ND packet is broadcasted
in the network. Then the base station broadcasts NC packet in order to collect the
neighbour’s information of each node gathered during the previous broadcasting. The base
station will be acknowledged by the neighbour collection reply packet, sent from sensor
nodes.
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The security of SEEM comes from the unique way that it selects the routing path
between the source and sink node, i.e., the path is selected by the base station instead of the
source or sink node. Furthermore, the base station periodically reselects a new path
according to current energy level on each node along multipath. Therefore, the
advertisement of malicious nodes has no impact on routing path selection and cannot attract
traffic through itself. Even if the compromised nodes are happened to be in the routing path,
the attack lasts only for limited time. After the base station select another path, the
compromised nodes cannot attack any more. In Selective Forwarding attacks, malicious
nodes refuse to forward all or part of the messages and simply drop them so that they are
not propagated any further. This attack is typically most effective when the attacker is
explicitly included on the routing path. Thus, to launch a Selective Forwarding attack
adversary intends to include itself on the actual path of the data flow. The mechanism that
SEEM selects routing paths prevents sensor nodes from selecting or joining routing path.
All routing paths are selected uniquely by the base station. Furthermore, the use of
sequence number uniquely identifies each packet. If a comprised node selectively drops
packets, it will be detected by the next hop node. Hence this model justifies the security
without using the crypto system mechanism in the routing protocol.
It is clear from the state of the art study in section 2, that secure communication with
energy efficient routing is required in wireless sensor network. This paper has proposed a
new scheme- Secure Energy Efficient Routing (SEER) protocol for Wireless Sensor
Network to use one way hash chain, a light weight encryption technique and event based
clustering in order to secure energy efficient communication.

3.

Network framework and threat model

The following assumptions are made in designing the network architecture of the proposed
scheme.
1. All the nodes are static and each node has an initial trust value.
2. The base station is trustworthy and is of high configuration with enough memory,
high computation capability, and more energy. It is situated at a controllable place
outside the network region.
3. Each node shares two global key Gk and Gc for the purpose of authentication and
encryption respectively, with the base station. These are used to avoid outsider’s
attack. It is also assumed that even if a node gets compromised the global key is
not revealed to the attacker.
4. Each node is preconfigured with a hash function F(x) and an initial one-way hash
chain number S0 generated by the base station.
Though the adversary can attack in many different ways, the proposed model
encounters the following attacks.
1. A malicious node can launch a flooding attack by broadcasting request messages
to the nodes of the network.
2. Node compromise attack can be induced by physically capturing a node and
reprogramming it. However, it is assumed that this attack requires a minimum
time to be launched.
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Compromised nodes of the network can launch a wormhole attack on the
messages exchanged between a node and its neighbors.
Packet eavesdropping can be done by an intruder’s node while sending the
aggregated data to the base station.
Sybil attack can be propelled by a compromised node of the network making an
illusion to the other nodes that it is present in more than one location at a time.
Thus, can compel a node to forward its data to a fake node.
Sinkhole attack can be launched by a laptop-class attacker by advertising its high
quality link and a high weight value based on which next-hop nodes are selected.

Proposed scheme

The proposed scheme SEER is discussed in four different modules- level formation, cluster
formation with secure communication, secure data sensing and aggregation and at last
sending aggregated data to the base station.

4.1.

Level formation

All the nodes in the network are initialized with a level value 0. The base station checks the
level value of the nodes at one hop distance to it, and if they have a level value 0, it sets the
new level value of those nodes as 1. The nodes with level value 1 in turn checks the nodes
at 1 hop distance from them. If the newly checked nodes have a level value 0, then the
algorithm will change it to 2. This process continues till no nodes are left with level value 0.

4.2.

Cluster formation with secure communication

In the cluster formation phase, the proposed scheme introduces energy efficiency by
adopting an event-based cluster formation scheme, where the node that first senses the
occurrence of an event initiates the cluster formation. At first all the nodes of the network
calculates a competition bid value (CV) for itself as—
ERi ∗ Nadj
(1)
CVi =
Davg
Where for node i, ERi is the remaining energy, Nadj is the number of adjacent nodes and
Davg is the average distance of node i from all its adjacent nodes.
All the nodes that sense the event will be called as Initiator nodes. These Initiator nodes
send a control message JOIN to its neighbors. Then each initiator node checks whether its
CV value is highest among the neighbor Initiator nodes. If it is not highest for any Initiator
node then it sends the JOIN message to its neighbor Initiator node, which has the highest
CV value. This process helps the node with highest CV value to get all the sensed data from
its neighbor Initiator nodes and it will be declared as cluster head. For example consider
Figure2.
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Figure 2.

Cluster formation

In Figure 2 nodes 1,2,3,4 and 5 sensed the same event E. All these nodes will be called
as Initiator nodes. Node 1 will send the JOIN message to node 2, as its CV value is highest
among node 1, 2 and 3. Then node 3 will send the JOIN message to node 4, as it has the
highest CV value among all the neighbors of node 3. Finally node 2 and node 4 will send
their JOIN message to node 5 for the same reason. That means node 1 and node 3 will
report to node 2 and node 4 respectively. Both node 2 and node 4 will again report to node
5, which will take the responsibility to send the aggregated data to the base station. Thus a
cluster will be formed with nodes 1,2,3,4,5 and node 5 will be the cluster head. The concept
is depicted in Figure 3.
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Flow graph for cluster formation

In SEER, the cluster will be formed only when an event occurs. The information about
that event should be sent to the base station in a very short time, so that it can take
corrective action as soon as possible. Thus it should not take so much time to form the
cluster. The time required to form the cluster is defined in definition 1.
Definition 1:
The time required to form the cluster for NI initiator nodes with NMI number of neighbor
nodes will be proportional to the MAC verification time tm and average distance between
the neighbor nodes Davg. It can be defined as-
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NI NMI

f(t) = k ∗ Davg ∗ � � t M
i=1 j=1

(2)

Lemma 1: SEER can set up the cluster in O(N) time.
Proof:
Cluster will be formed once some nodes will sense about some event. These nodes will act
as initiator nodes, which will broadcast a control message to its neighbors. Thus the total
number of control messages will be N, which is the summation of neighbors of initiator
nodes (NMI) for all initiator nodes (NI). The MAC is generated with global key Gk and time
stamp Tc. That means MAC verification time will be constant for each node. Now to select
the cluster head, maximum competition bid value will be selected among N nodes.
Therefore the complexity of cluster formation will be O(N).
All the Initiator nodes must verify the authenticity and integrity of the control message
JOIN to ensure the network security. In the proposed approach, sender must append a
message authentication code (MAC) to this control message. However, when the control
message is received by an intermediate node, its MAC is verified and replaced with a new
MAC generated by the intermediate node. MAC verification and replacement are
continuously performed through the forwarding path till this control message arrives at its
destination. Global key Gk is used for the generation of MAC. Thus sender (Si) sends the
control message (M) to receiver (R) with current time stamp (Tc) and a MAC generated by
the global key Gk. The format of the control message JOIN is:
Si→R : M||Tc||REi||MAC(Gk; M||Tc)
Where M||Tc means the concatenation of M and Tc, MAC(Gk; M||Tc) denotes that
MAC, which is generated by M||Tc and global key Gk. The use of MAC guarantees the
authenticity and integrity of M and the use of Tc prevent the repeated attack.
The cluster formation phase is repeated only when a new event takes place in the
network region. However, the role of cluster head is rotated among the nodes of an existing
cluster only when the remaining energy of the current cluster head node goes below the
average residual energy of the cluster.

4.3.

Secure data sensing and aggregation

This module is discussed in following three sub modules.
4.3.1.

Authentication of cluster head

A Hello flood attack may be induced by the adversary. In this type of attack the attacker has
unlimited energy and larger transmission range than normal sensor nodes. Under this hook,
the attacker broadcasts the advertisement messages to the whole WSN, and then all the
sensor nodes choose the attacker far away as their CH. Thus authentication of cluster head
is required. A One-way Hash Chain (OHC) is used to authenticate the cluster head to the
member nodes of the cluster. A hash chain is a sequence of keys generated using a hash
function F(x), such that, y=F(x) can be calculated easily and x=F-1(y) is computationally
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infeasible to generate within a finite time. Thus the cluster head generates a random key Kn
to derive a OHC with a certain length n, such as Kn→Kn-1→…→K2→ K1→ K0, where Kn-1
= F(Kn). The cluster head broadcasts the request (REQ) packet to all the member nodes of
the cluster by using K1, then K2 and so on. No key in the key chain will be reused. The key
chain will be regenerated till the last key Kn has been used. The request will be acceptable
when the output of F(F(…F(Ki)))=K0, i.e., by i times execution of the function on Ki will be
K0, as this value is initially given to all the nodes of the network.
4.3.2.

Sending sensed data to cluster head

The member nodes will send the sensed data to the cluster head, if the sent request message
from the cluster head is accepted. Every member nodes append a generated MAC with its
sensed data (D) to proof its authentication to the cluster head. Global key Gk is used for the
generation of MAC. Thus sender (Si) sends the sensed data (D) to cluster head (CH) with
current time stamp (Tc) and a MAC generated by the global key Gk. The format of the
packet is:
Si→CH : D||Tc||REi||MAC(Gk; D||Tc)
Where D||Tc means the concatenation of D and Tc and MAC(Gk; D||Tc) denotes that MAC
is generated from D||Tc with global key Gk. REi is the remaining energy of node i. The use
of MAC guarantees the authenticity and integrity of D and use of Tc prevents the flooding
attack.
4.3.3.

Data aggregation and encryption

The cluster head aggregates all the collected data from its member nodes and encrypt them
to prevent from altering or replace attack. The cluster head will generate any random
number d to create cipher text (CT) from the original message (M) with the time stamp
value Tc and the unique global key Gc. Encryption of sensed data involves the generation of
key values k2 and k3 depending on Tc and Gc as follows:
a)
Compute N as, N=d*Gc
b)
Compute the first key K1 as,K1= d * Tc
c)
Compute the second key K2 as,K2=Gc*Tc
d)
Finally the third key K3 is derived as: K3=M + Gc*K1
e)
Now the cipher text (CT) is calculated as—
(3)
CT = N K2 mod (Gc −1) mod Gc + K 3
The random number d will be sent to the receiver node (s) by appending with the packet
the format of which is described in section 4.4. The CT is converted to binary form and
divided into an nx8 matrix and padded according to SHA-512 formula and a required
digital signature is created. This digital signature is used to validate the user identity and
integrity of the data. A similar hash code is generated at the recipient site using the plain
message. If the two hash codes are same, the digital signature is said to be valid and the
original message is said to be unaltered.
Lemma 2: The received cipher text (CT) can be decrypted with the global key Gc and the
keys K1 and K2 as in equation 8.
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M = CT − �N K2 mod (Gc −1) mod Gc � − Gc ∗ K1

(4)
Proof:
The value of CT can be placed from equation 7 into the right hand side of equation 8 as—
CT − �N K2 mod (Gc −1) mod Gc � − Gc ∗ K1
= N K2 mod (Gc −1) mod Gc + K 3 − �N K2 mod (Gc −1) mod Gc � − Gc ∗ K1
= K3-Gc*K1 (By eliminating the term N K2 mod (Gc −1) mod Gc )
= M+Gc*K1-Gc*K1 (By placing the value of K3 from equation 6)
= M (By eliminating the term Gc*K1)
Hence proved.

4.4.

Sending aggregated data to the base station

In this phase, three possible attacks are there.
1) Selective Forwarding: In this attack a malicious node does not drop all the packets
of data sent through it. This makes the other nodes believe it to be an active node
of the network and they send more messages through it. However it drops most of
the packets received and forwards only a few of them.
2) Sinkhole attack: This attack makes all data to flow through a particular node that
advertises high-quality link. Such a node appears highly attractive to the neighbor
nodes and data packets sent through it are never forwarded to the base station.
3) Flooding attack: The attacker can claim itself as a cluster head (CH) and could
send the fraud data with large size to the base station to consume more energy of
the network.
The cluster head will have to send the aggregated encrypted data (CT) to the base
station in a secure energy efficient way. In order to do that the cluster head sets a trust value
to its neighbor nodes of the next level. It passes through some test messages through those
neighbor nodes and the trust value (Ti) of ith node will be calculated as—
(5)
TVi = Si/(Si+Fi)
Where Si is the number of successful communication and Fi is the number of failed
cooperation through node i. Now a weight value (Wt) will be calculated depending on trust
value, remaining energy (REi) and distance from the base station (DBi) for node i as—
(6)
Wt = 𝜉𝜉*(TVi*REi)/DBi
Where 𝜉𝜉 is a constant. Now the data (CT) will be sent to the neighbor node of next
lower level which has the maximum weight (Wt) value. The attack selective forwarding
drops selected packets and sinkhole attack drops all the packets. In both the cases trust
value will be reduced, which results in lower weight value (Wt). Thus that node will not be
used for forwarding data and selective forwarding and/or sinkhole attack can be prevented.
An adversary node can show itself as a cluster head and can cause flooding attack with
fraud messages. To prevent that, cluster head will generate MAC with the global key Gk,
time stamp Tc and the trust value TVi. It helps to check authenticity and the time stamp
value helps to prevent from repeat attack as well. The random number d that is generated to
create cipher text CT will be appended to the packet in order to help the decryption process.
The packet format is—
CH→Ni : CT||d||CHID||OHC||Tc||TVi||MAC(Gk; CT||OHC||Tc||TVi)
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The cluster head is known as parent of node i. This node will calculate MAC and if it is
valid, then it will be forwarded to the neighbor node with highest weight value (Wt) of its
next lower level. It will replace the id of the cluster head in the packet with its own id
before forwarding it. A nested MAC is generated over the received MAC from the base
station using the global key (Gk), ID of the sender and the OHC. The nested MAC acts as a
countermeasure against wormhole attack. The format of the request is:
nodei→*: CT||d||IDi||OHC||Tc||TVi||MAC(Gk; CT||OHC||Tc||TVi||(MAC_of_parent))
The above process will be repeated until the message CT reaches to the base station.
Then the base station will decrypt the message and will get the original message.

5.

Performance analysis

The performance of the proposed scheme SEER is analyzed and compared with three
existing protocol SEEM [22], ATSR [24] and INSENS [18] as in the following sub
sections.

5.1.

SEER vs. SEEM [22]

In Secure and Energy-Efficient Multipath Routing protocol (SEEM) [22]base station is
used as a server and the nodes are used as a client, i.e., it uses the principle similar to the
Client/Server software architecture. The base station takes the responsibility of route
discovery, maintenance and route selection as well. The base station periodically selects a
new path based on current energy level of nodes. This protocol considers energy-efficiency
and security simultaneously. The performance analysis shows that it results better in the
concern of throughput, communication overhead and network lifetime. It also works well
against some attacks, like Sinkhole attack.
In contrast to SEEM, SEER forms the cluster based on the occurrence of events.
Though SEER is concerning about security with energy efficiency like SEEM, the cluster
based approach saves more energy, as in WSN, nodes are deployed very densely and more
than one node may want to send the same information about an event. SEEM is unable to
face many attacks like wormhole attack, selective forwarding or hello flood attack. SEER
may be used to reduce those attacks as it selects the path depending on trust value and
energy of the nodes, instead of base station is choosing the path. At every move of packets
SEER is checking its authenticity with the help of OHC. Simulation results show that
SEER performs better than SEEM with respect to both security and energy efficiency.

5.2.

SEER vs. ATSR [24]

A Scalable Geographical Routing approach for Wireless Sensor Networks (Ambient Trust
Sensor Routing –ATSR) [24] adopts the geographical routing principle which offers high
scalability due to its localized operation. A distributed trust model has been designed to
efficiently defend against the routing attacks. Once trust information is available for all
network nodes, the routing decisions can take it into account, i.e. routing can be based on
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both location and trust attributes. It performs better in terms of delivery ratio, latency time
and path optimality. Though ATSR has used a cluster based approach to reduce energy
consumption and designed a trust model for security, it has some problems, which can be
solved by SEER asa. Trust value is calculated based on packet rate, acknowledgement, integrity and
authenticity, causes expending more energy. Whereas in SEER it is calculated
based on number of packets dropped and energy.
b. There is no mention of intra cluster authentication in ATSR. SEER used OHC
based MAC authentication scheme to authenticate both cluster heads and cluster
member nodes.

5.3.

SEER vs. INSENS [18]

Intrusion-tolerant routing for wireless sensor networks (INSENS) [18] securely and
efficiently constructs tree-structured routing for wireless sensor networks (WSNs). The key
objective is to tolerate damage caused by an intruder who has compromised deployed
sensor nodes and is intent on injecting, modifying, or blocking packets. To limit or localize
the damage caused by such an intruder, INSENS incorporates distributed lightweight
security mechanisms, including efficient one-way hash chains and nested keyed message
authentication codes that defend against wormhole attacks, as well as multipath routing.
Thus INSENS performs better than ATSR and SEEM. Still it can be improved by SEER in
some areas as followsa. INSENS uses three phases: flooding, routing table forwarding and data sending.
Thus security aspect is considered with an expense of high energy. SEER is much
simplified and energy efficient as it involves only those nodes which have sensed
an event and the nodes which are used to send the information to the base station.
b. Data encryption is not done in INSENS which makes data alteration easier. SEER
improves data confidentiality by a light weight encryption technique, which leads
to energy saving.
In INSENS shortest path is selected using Dijkstra algorithm, and then makes different
sets of nodes to make multiple paths. The process is very energy and time consuming.
SEER calculates weight value depending on energy and trust value to select the next hop
node. Thus sensed data will reach the base station in a short time with energy efficient
secure way.

6.

Simulation result

The performance of SEER protocol is simulated by the tool NS2. The simulation
parameters for our model are mentioned in Table 1.
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Parameter list

Parameters
Network size

100 nodes

Description

Initial energy

50J per node

MAC Protocol

IEEE 802.15.4

Sensor Node

Imote2

Radio Frequency

13 MHz

Power consumption

Equivalent to packet size and
distance

Number of rounds

At least 20

To validate the performance of SEER, a clustered wireless sensor network in a field
with dimensions 100 m x 100 m is simulated. The total number of sensor nodes is 100. All
the nodes are randomly distributed over the field. Each sensor has its’ horizontal and
vertical coordinates randomly selected (0 to maximum dimension). The messages sent
between the nodes and cluster-heads and also those between the cluster heads and sink node
are set to a size of 1KB. The sink is located at any one of the four sides, thus the maximum
distance between any node and the sink is approximately 100 m. The initial energy for each
node is considered as 50 Joule. The nodes with energy value which is above a threshold
value, is known as alive node and that with below threshold value is known as dead node.
The number of dead nodes is obtained after completion of each round. Figure4 traces
the rate of increase in the number of dead nodes for 20 rounds. The existing logics SEEM,
ATSR and INSENS are also simulated to obtain the number of dead nodes. In case of
ATSR, the number of dead nodes after 20 rounds is much less than that of SEEM as it uses
geographical location for routing instead of packet exchange to avoid flooding the current
state of all network nodes to create a map. Also no weight graph is created for shortest path
selection. It is done by calculating trust value which is distributive function of all the nodes.
INSENS uses additional routing stage that makes it less energy efficient than ATSR but is
better than SEEM. However in SEER, no additional network flooding is required and only
trust values are calculated to obtain the path from cluster head to base station. Thus energy
consumption will be less than SEEM, ATSR and INSENS. Figure 4 shows this result.
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Number of Dead Nodes vs. Number of Rounds
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Figure 4.

Number of Dead Nodes vs. Number of Rounds

Number of alive nodes is also measured after each round. Figure5 shows that in SEER
more number of alive nodes are there after 20 rounds than SEEM, ATSR and INSENS.
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Figure 5.

Number of Alive Nodes vs. Number of Rounds
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Network lifetime is considered as a parameter to measure the performance of SEER.
Network lifetime can be defined as the time span from the deployment to the instant when
the network is considered nonfunctional. When a network should be considered
nonfunctional is, however, application-specific. It can be, for example, the instant when the
first sensor dies, a percentage of sensors die, the network partitions, or the loss of coverage
occurs. Figure 6 depicts the performance graph, where the number of sensor nodes or the
network size is varying from 30 to 130. Network lifetime means the number of rounds
required to loss the coverage of the network. In SEER cluster forms only when some event
occurs. Thus with the increase of the network size, the number of clusters will not be
increased. Hence in SEER network lifetime is increased significantly with the increase in
network size than SEEM, ATSR and INSENS.

Lifetime

Network Size vs. Lifetime

SEEM
SEER
ATSR
INSENS
30

50

70
90
Network Size
Figure 6.

110

130

Network size vs. Lifetime

Packet delivery ratio is measured in the presence of malicious nodes. Delivery Ratio can
be defined as the ratio of the number of successful packet delivered and the total number of
packets sent. In Figure7 number of malicious nodes are increasing from 0 to 50, In SEER,
the number of successful packet delivered is highest, among SEEM, ATSR and INSENS.
That means SEER increases delivery ratio.
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Number of Malicious Nodes vs. Packet
Delivery Ratio
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Number of Malicious Nodes vs. Packet Delivery Ratio

Number of packet drop will be increased with the increase in malicious nodes. One way
hash chain based MAC generation, a light weight encryption technique, and path selection
based on trust value makes SEER more secure than SEEM, ATSR and INSENS. Figure 8
shows that in SEER, the number of dropped packet is least.
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Conclusion

In this paper, a brief discussion about energy efficient routing protocols for wireless sensor
network have been provided. It is observed that the hierarchical routing protocols have
more scopes of balancing the energy utilization than other type of routing protocols.
However, security is another criteria that has to be taken care of while sending confidential
information through a sensor network. It is a challenging task to take care of both these
issues at the same time. The proposed protocol SEER focuses on both energy efficiency and
security in wireless sensor network. The event based clustering technique prevents the
network from unnecessary cluster making, which leads to a great amount of energy saving.
A hash chain based technique with light weight cryptography is used for achieving security
as well as reducing the computational overhead. The protocol is able to prevent both
external and internal threats. The performance analysis and simulation results show that
SEER performs better than other well-known protocols INSENS, ATSR and SEEM.
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